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Abstract. The ECP (end winding corona protection)
250
300
250
of the armature coils of a synchronous generator is de12
signed and modeled. The paper focuses on the distribution of voltage and temperature along this protection
Steel rod
ECP
CAT
Insulation
that is both measured and simulated. The results are
1100
compared. The aim of the work is to verify the suggested mathematical model which would help to save Fig. 1: Illustrative sample and geometry of the end part of
winding (dimensions given in mm, CAT denoting the
time and costs connected with the ECP design.
conductive armor tape).

Keywords
The ideal ECP should linearize the voltage distribuEnd winding corona protection, simulation, tion as much as possible (the field should be constant
surface discharges, synchronous generator, along the length of the ECP) and the voltage at the
temperature distribution, voltage distribution.
end of the protection should not lead to any surface
discharges, i.e., its value should be closest to the voltage on the conductor (Fig. 2). In addition, the ECP
has to prevent itself from its own overheating, i.e., its
1.
Introduction
ohmic losses must not exceed the prescribed value.

2.

Applied voltage
Voltage [kV]

The ECP is applied to the end part of windings of synchronous generators to reduce the gradient of the local
electric field and development of connected undesirable
phenomena (surface discharges). An appropriate design of this protection, that is exposed to mechanical,
electrical and thermal stresses during the operation of
the machine, can prolong the time of its maintenance
and overall lifetime. The paper deals with the measurement and simulation of ECP to facilitate its design. The illustrative sample and its geometry of the
end part of winding is shown in Fig. 1.
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The correct function of the ECP follows from its appropriate selection and method of the ECP application. Fig. 2: Real and ideal voltage distribution [1].
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3.

Mathematical Model

20 mm. The complete geometrical arrangement of the
sample is shown in Fig. 3.

The mathematical model of the voltage distribution
along the semiconducting protection (ECP) is described by the Eq. (1):
div((σ + jωε) · gradϕ) = 0,

Insulation
ECP
20 mm overlap

(1)

CAT

Copper tape
where σ denotes the electric conductivity, ϕ is the elecSteel rod
tric potential and ε stands for the permittivity. The
boundary conditions are given by the known values of
the electric potential on the inside edges of the insulation from the direction of the steel rod (45 kV) to the
copper tape (0). The Neumann condition ∂ϕ/∂n0 = 0 Fig. 3: Geometrical arrangement of the sample for simulation.
is placed on the outside edges of the CAT, ECP and
insulation.
The individual parts of the sample are characterized
The mathematical model of the steady-state heat by material parameters summarized in Tab. 1.
transfer along the semiconducting protection (ECP) is
described by the Eq. (2):
Tab. 1: Material parameters of individual parts of the model.

div(λ · grad T ) + p = 0,

(2)

Insulation

where λ is the thermal conductivity, T denotes the temperature and p means the heat losses. The plane of
symmetry of the sample is characterized by the Neumann boundary condition (∂T /∂n = 0), while the
walls of the rod are characterized by the mixed boundary condition in the form −λ · ∂T /∂n0 = α · (T − Text ),
where α expresses the convective coefficient, T stands
for the surface temperature and Text is the external
temperature.
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λ [W · (m · K)−1 ]
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2.5 · 10−3

4.032 · 106

λ [W · (m · K)−1 ]

30
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4.

Simulation

Electrical conductivity [S/m]

The dependence of electrical conductivity of the
The losses produced in the ECP can be divided ECP on the electric field strength is depicted in Fig. 4.
into two main parts: Joule losses and dielectric
losses. Their volumetric value p can be determined
−5
2.0 ×10
as p = pj + pd , where the volumetric Joule losses are
given as pj = σ · E 2 and the volumetric dielectric losses
1.5
are expressed as pd = ω · ε · E 2 .
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The present time offers new possibilities of numerical
calculations, especially using the finite element method
(FEM). Calculation of the 3D distributions of both Fig. 4: Electrical conductivity of ECP.
electric and temperature fields provides a comprehenThe value of the applied voltage on the steel rod is
sive view of the situation in the investigated system.
45 kV, its frequency being 50 Hz. The heat transfer
The computations of voltage and temperature
coefficient is α = 5 W/(m2 · K), the initial temperaalong the rod were realized by the professional code
ture of the sample is T = 293.15 K and the external
COMSOL R Multiphysics.
temperature is Text = 293.15 K.
The first step was to create the geometry of the samThe 3D geometrical arrangements of the sample tople. For the model, the dimensions 12 × 36 × 550 mm
gether with the simulated voltage and temperature disof the steel rod were considered. The thickness of intributions are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.
sulating elements is 3.46 mm and the CAT thickness
The average specific Joule losses and specific dielecis 0.2 mm. The thickness of the ECP is 0.5 mm. The
length of the ECP protection is 250 mm. The ECP tric losses in the ECP are compared in Tab. 2. The
protection overlaps the modeled CAT protection by significance of the dielectric losses is almost negligible.
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Voltage [kV]

Figure 8 illustrates the measured voltage distributions for different voltage levels on the semiconducting
protection (ECP).
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Fig. 5: Simulated 3D voltage distribution along the end part of
winding.
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Fig. 8: Voltage levels on the semiconducting protection.

The temperature distribution was measured by a
thermocamera in the shot area according to Fig. 9.
The voltage was also connected to the steel rod and
the CAT was connected to the ground.
Shot area
Insulation

U

CAT
25 cm

Steel rod
Fig. 6: Simulated 3D temperature distribution along the end
part of winding.
Tab. 2: Comparison of the average specific Joule and specific
dielectric losses.
Joule losses [W·m−3 ]
1.59637 ·

5.

Dielectric losses [W·m−3 ]

106

4082

Experiment and Results

ECP

Fig. 9: Arrangement of measurement of temperature distribution.

Figure 10 shows the temperature distribution measured by the thermocamera for voltage 45 kV applied
to the conductor. The thermocamera allows exporting
data from the shot. In the figure, a straight line is depicted, along which the graph is captured. This graph
is then used for comparing the measurement with simulation.

The sample was overlapped by the ECP of type A
(strong stress-grading characteristic) in the length of
250 mm. For the measurement of the voltage distribution, the voltage was connected to the steel rod. The
applied voltage for a comparison of the measured and
simulated distributions of voltage and temperature was
45 kV. The CAT was connected to the ground in order to obtain a grounded magnetic circuit. The mea- Fig. 10: Picture of end part of winding made by FLUKE thersuring voltage electrode was gradually shifted by one
mocamera.
centimeter from the beginning of the ECP to its end.
The voltage distribution was measured along the ECP
Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the comparison of the
surface according to Fig. 7.
measurement and simulation for voltage 45 kV applied
to the conductor.
Measuring electrode

CAT

ECP

Insulation

6.

Steel rod

kV

AC

Fig. 7: Arrangement of measurement of voltage distribution.

Conclusion

The graph of voltage distribution (see Fig. 11) shows
that about 7 cm from the beginning the ECP voltage
starts varying. This phenomenon may be due to an increase of influence of the impedance measuring device
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Fig. 11: Picture of end part of winding made by FLUKE thermocamera.
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Fig. 12: Picture of end part of winding made by FLUKE thermocamera.

on higher voltages [2]. This could cause a reduction
of nonlinearity and electrical conduction of the ECP
tape, which results in the dependence of resistivity on
the gradient of the applied electric field. Another cause
of the voltage drop may consist in the capacitance current passing through the protection at the end of the
ECP, whose effect is the phase shift between the voltage and current, i.e., the Ferranti effect. The difference
in the above voltage distributions brings the difference
between the measured and simulated data for temperature distribution (see Fig. 12). Nevertheless that the
results have quite high difference between measurement
and simulation, the difference is acceptable for real applications, because when the stator coils are designed
by the simulation, the coils will be designed excessively
in comparison with designing by the measurement.
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